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Abstract: Port crane is frequently used to load and unload cargoes in large mixed ship and hoisting equipment for ship 

manufacturing. Operation stability of the whole machine is largely determined by pros and cons of system performance of 

double link jib. Its optimization design has been the research focus in the industry, in the past, double link jib system is 

considered as a rigid link system to be designed, which ignores deflection change caused by its flexible deformation and excess 

energy consumption this may cause, however, double link jib system will be considered flexible deformation system in the 

paper, parameter optimization design is done for its main structure sizes, realizing the optimization of each lever’s size in the 

jib system, cargoes could move approximately along the path of the horizontal direction when with payloads during luffing 

motion, so that luffing driving mechanism works with more energy-efficient and more smoothly. This study can make the 

construction of four-link mechanism more reasonable, more safe and reliable for the whole machine, which is a design method 

of green optimization in loading and unloading machine field. 
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1. Introduction 

Port crane is a growing steadily demand in port loading and 

unloading with rapid development of international logistics 

industry and shipbuilding Industry, at the same time, loading 

and unloading efficiently and hoisting precisely on equipment 

put forward to higher requirements to port crane working 

performance, therefore the optimization design of double link 

jib system of port crane has been a hot research topic in 

industry for a long time. This paper conducts a comprehensive 

study on the optimization design for luffing mechanism of 

portal slewing crane, mathematical model is established for 

luffing mechanism optimization design of portal slewing 

crane, with an aim of making crampon hinge end point to 

move horizontally, and of satisfying the value of maximum 

and minimum amplitude, and of saving material, etc. And the 

optimization result is satisfactory [1]. The main girders of 450 

t bais-rail port crane was taken as the optimized object, the 

weight of main girders was set as the objective function; 

genetic algorithm was applied for optimization design, and the 

optimal dimensions of the main section were finally obtained 

by using finite element software [2]. The paper describes an 

implementation of genetic search methods in the optimal 

design of structural systems with a mix of continuous, integer 

and discrete design variables [3]. A portal crane was analyzed 

as rigid body model through this program. The simulation 

results were compared with the design criterion of arm system. 

A kind of new method for port crane′s arm system design and 

optimization was offered [4]. Based on the structure analysis 

method of space motion mechanism, this work proposed a 

rapid modeling method without computer aided engineering 

preprocessor for the motion-changing process of four-bar 

linkage mechanism of combinatorial jib in portal crane. The 

study focused on the finite element model of four-bar linkage 

mechanism of combinatorial jib [5]. In order to realize the 

rapid visual modeling luffing mechanism of portal crane, a 

special visual modeling platform based on OpenGL and C 

mixed programming in the Windows XP operation system for 

four-bar linkage structure was developed in this paper [6]. 

Intelligent analysis and knowledge reuse for combinatorial jib 
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of portal crane are realized, an expert system for finite element 

analysis was developed based on knowledge engineering [7]. 

It is deduced by combining the interpolated reproducing 

kernel particle method with the boundary integral equation 

method which aims to solve elastic mechanics plane stress [8]. 

As a core component of four-bar linkage portal crane, the 

design of combination boom will directly affect the 

performance of the machine, a detailed element model was 

established and each mode of vibration was calculated in this 

paper [9]. A brand-new jib-bridge luffing system of crane was 

brought out based on analysis of the limitation to handle 

containers of the portal crane. The system is provided with 

novel structure and advantages, the design methods are 

expounded of equalizing horizontal and balancing deadweight 

for the jib-bridge system. The optimizing design for the 

equalizing system ensured cargoes to move horizontally in 

luffing process, the design method of balancing system 

achieved ideally effect [10]. The arm frame system is the 

central part in the design of a portal crane. The purpose of this 

program was to assure that the load moves approximately 

along the path of the horizontal direction in the process of 

hoisting, through the optimization of the bars' length in the 

arm frame system [11]. In the past, the four-bar jib has been 

regarded as rigid link system to study, a new class of 

pseudo-global optimization procedures for solving formidable 

optimization problems were present [12]. The deflection 

phenomenon will be generated in head of arm frame system, 

because of the elastic deformation of the metal rod, it is found 

that the portal frame response dominates elastic behavior [13]. 

In the past, double link jib regarded as rigid link system has 

always been to study. But in fact, when crane with capacity 

and being under loading, deflecting appears in the head of jib 

system because of the flexible deformation of the metal bars, 

making the track of cargoes changing in horizontal direction, 

based on optimization design of rigid four-bar linkage, 

generally flexible deformation will increase fluctuation of 

cargoes in horizontal direction with amplitude variation. This 

will cause excessive energy consumption of luffing 

mechanism, which is also not conducive to the smooth 

working of the luffing mechanism, even affects the whole 

safety. Crane with horizontal luffing system is often used in 

gantry crane: that is, displacement path with loads is a 

horizontal line or similar to the horizontal line in the luffing 

course, which saves driving power of luffing mechanism, so 

the specific design is needed for the corresponding amplitude 

system in order that the cargoes path is along the horizontal 

line or track movement is close to a horizontal line in the 

luffing course, goods lift compensation device is used. Jib 

system is proposed as double link jib system of flexible 

deformation in this paper, and the optimization of the flexible 

jib system is based on rigid optimization, based on the basic 

theory of finite element and structural mechanics knowledge, 

static deformation analysis and dynamic characteristics 

analysis are studied to flexible jib system, the optimization 

objective function of the flexible jib system is re-established, 

and the optimization of each lever’s size has been done. Thus 

making portal crane with payloads driven more stably in 

luffing motion, meanwhile luffing mechanism is more energy 

efficiency and environmental protection. 

2. Luffer Track Optimization to Flexible 

System of Double Link Jib 

Base on optimal design in rigid systems of four-bar linkage 

of port crane, the flexible deflection of the boom head with 

different amplitude is analyzed, and the flexible deformation 

curve is fitted, the optimization of flexible double link jib 

system is proposed through quadratic optimization in this 

study, so that cargoes could move approximately along the 

path of the horizontal direction when with payloads in luffing 

motion. 

First, jib system is regarded as rigid four-link, and the main 

optimization of the jib system is to optimize the sizes of each 

pole. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the jib system. 

As shown in Fig.1, there are seven design variables for the 

optimization of each lever’s size of double link jib system. 
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Due to the optimization problem of double link jib system, 

involving some port crane design parameter, such as the 

maximum amplitude maxS  and minimum amplitude minS , 

lifting height 0H  etc. Therefore, it can be used as a known 

quantity, and the rest each lever’s size in the arm frame system 

are viewed as the unknown quantity. 

Beam moving along the path of the horizontal direction in 

luffing process is treated as optimization objective, the object 

function is established on size optimization of port crane jib 

system, first task was to make sure motion trajectory of beam 

head C. 

The motion trajectory and the objective function of C points 

are established by interrelationships of optimizing variables in 
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luffing process, when the system component is set to a rigid 

body, being obtained from geometric relations between the 

four-link rods of double link jib. 

minminmax coscos 3224 αα mmS =−      (2) 

minmin sinsin 32024 αα mHm =−       (3) 

The main jib swinging angle at the maximum amplitude 

position was obtained by the equation calculated 
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The swinging angle of main jib at the a little amplitude 

position 
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In the swing angle of the main jib in luffing process 

max22min2 ααα ≤≤ , the swing angle is divided into N parts, 

calculating N + 1 position, in any one of positions, swing 

angle of main arm  

2min22 )1( ααα ∆−+= ii  ( 1N,,2,1 += ⋯i  )   (6) 

Here, 
N

min2max2

2

ααα −
=∆   

Vertical displacement of beam of 1N +  jib systems 

iCi my 24 αsin=  1N,,2,1 += ⋯i      (7) 

And taking minimizing of accumulative value of 

displacement variation as objective functions 

∑ −= +
i

CiiC yyF ||min)(min )( 1x     (8) 

To meet the requirements of different constraints in double 

link jib system, in addition to design requirements for 

structures, double link jib system should take the correlation 

between design variables into consideration. 

Whether the correlation between design variables is 

established well or badly affects directly the accuracy of the 

optimization results, therefore the correlation between design 

variables was an essential prerequisite to produce optimal 

solution. 

Positions of each swing angle of main jib in luffing process, 

the high point maxCy  and low point minCy  of luffing 

trajectory of beam head, calculating height difference of 

luffing trajectory. 

)-(. minmaxminmax SSyy CC 030≤−    (9) 

That is, limiting amplitude for cargoes in the horizontal 

direction by optimization design of double link jib is 

constraint conditions, which is got. 

0030 ≤−−−= ）（.)( minmaxminmax SSyyg CCx  (10) 

After sizes of each bar are devised by the preliminary 

optimization of rigid double link jib above, and this scheme is 

used as the initial value of flexible optimization, the variation 

of flexible displacement in beam head of jib system takes the 

vertical displacement of the head into account to construct the 

objective function of the flexible jib system. 

According to variable amplitude of the jib system under full 

loads condition, the purpose of moving approximately along 

the path of the horizontal direction is realized. In this paper, 

the design variables and constraints of jib system are not 

changed, but the objective function is reset. 

By adopting the method of finite element static analysis of 

truss structure, 1+N  flexible deflection of head of beam in 

the vertical direction in jib system is obtained, finding the 

minimum value of the vertical displacement change as the 

objective function, the objective function for the optimization 

of the flexible arm is 

∑ +=
i

iCi HyxF |-|min)( 0∆    (11) 

Where, C  point coordinate value in y direction after 

optimization of the rigid body is Ciy , i∆  is flexible 

deformation for finite element analysis of body structure when 

jib system is used as flexible body. 

 Taking 25t portal crane as an example, technical 

parameters are known the maximum amplitude 
mmS 33000max = and the minimum amplitude 9500mm=minS , 

lifting height above ground 13175mm=H 0 , when double link 

jib is designed as the rigid system, the value H� = 13175��, 

which can meet the needs of the lifting height; When double 

link jib is designed as the actual flexible system, the value 
	� = 13175 + ∆, and ∆≥ 0	through many optimization, that is 

because the lowest point of the flexible double link jib should 

be bigger than 13175mm when considering to lift cargoes of 

rated lifting weight. Optimization of the main jib angle is 

divided into 100 equal parts, getting 101 range position, swing 

angles of the main jib at each position 

2min22 )1( ααα ∆−+= ii 10121 ⋯⋯,,=i . 

Seven bar dimensions of jib system are taken as the design 

variables, objective functions such as the formula (8) and (11) 

adopting continuous variable hybrid optimization method. 

The optimized results of jib system obtained are shown in 

table 1. Seven variables in the optimization design of jib 

system is shown in the first line, the data provided is the initial 

value of the optimization shown in the second line, the results 

of flexible deformation rated loads endured by rigid 

optimization is shown in the third line, the results based on 

flexible optimization is shown in the fourth line, the results of 

flexible deformation of rated loads endured by flexible 
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optimization is shown in the fifth line. 

Table 1. Optimization data of jib system /mm. 

 
Design variables 

○a  
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 

○b  530 13200 4200 26500 3660 10500 21900 650 

○c  770 13336 4293 26456 3572 10505 22030 430 

○d  610 14567 4079 27413 3507 10452 22886 160 

○e  610 14567 4079 27413 3507 10452 22886 150 

In table 1, ○a Fluctuation value of boom head in horizontal 

direction, ○b Initial design, ○c Flexible deformation rated 

loads endured by rigid optimization, ○d  Flexible optimization. 

○e Flexible deformation rated loads endured by flexible 

optimization. 

Among them, there are 74 times of iteration in the process 

of optimization, the minimum objective function of the 

flexible jib system is 336mm, because variable amplitude 

movement is carried out in the case of full loads. The 

optimization is based on the rigid optimization, from a 

perspective of flexible deformation, considering the luffing jib 

system produced a considerable amount of displacement, 

therefore, the method of optimization has certain practical 

significance in contact with the actual project. 

In order to reflect more accurately the optimization effect of 

jib system, through three states mentioned above: initial value, 

flexible deformation and flexible optimization. the track of 

head of beam are respectively fitted by data, forming different 

deflection trajectories of head vertical direction in luffing 

process of port crane jib system. 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison chart of various tracks for head of beam by optimization. 

Labels of diagram above are as follows: 1. Flexible 

deformation rated loads endured by rigid optimization. 2. 

Flexible deformation of rated loads endured by flexible 

optimization. 3. Flexible optimization with hook being no-loads 

The track of head of beam at three states is shown in Fig. 2 

when jib system moves under variable amplitude. From the 

Fig.2, being clearly seen: the maximum height difference of the 

initial value is about 650mm, when variable amplitude was 

conducted in flexible boom system subjecting to full loads, 

drawing its running track after flexible deformation, the 

optimization of the flexible jib system is optimized again based 

on the rigid optimization, and from the maximum amplitude 

range to the minimum amplitude, the maximum height 

difference is about 160mm, and running trajectory of head of 

beam is similar to the decreasing curve, which just achieved 

complement each other with tracks of head of beam after 

flexible deformation, this is similar to the effect of precision 

design basic research in this paper. The horizontal wave value 

of the optimization results based on the rigid rod under the 

normal loads is 430mm, which could be down to 150mm after 

based on flexible optimization, finally, the purpose of going 

along the path of the horizontal direction for cargoes is achieved 

with the flexible jib system of port crane being under rated 

loads in the normal loading and unloading operation. 

3 Conclusions 

1) Based on the rigid optimization for double link jib system 

of the port crane, the influence of the flexible deflection on 

the double link jib is considered again. In order to make 

the port crane achieve the purpose of moving more close 

to the path of the horizontal direction with full loads and 

amplitude movement in jib system, secondary 

energy-efficient, green design based on flexible 

deformation was achieved aimed at double link jib sizes. 

Thus making routine operation of port crane be more 

stable in more energy saving and environmental 

protection. 

2) The method is an innovation design method of double link 

jib system on port crane. In this paper, be showed by the 

study that flexible optimization aimed to port crane jib 

system is of practical significance, therefore the 

optimization method has practical application value for 

port crane precision manufacturing. 
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